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Abstract. Auroral roar, a narrowband(Sf/f < 0.1) emissionnear 2 and 3 times
the ionospheric
electrongyrofrequency
(2f• and 3f•), is observedwith a meridional
chainof LF/MF/HF radio receiverslocatedin northernCanada spanning67ø to
79ø invariant latitude. Observationsof these emissionsare compared with the
auroral electrojet location inferred from the Canadian Auroral Network for the

OPEN Program Unified Study (CANOPUS) magnetometerarray. Variations in
the intensity of the observed auroral roar emissionsand in the invariant latitude
of the most intense emissionsare correlated with movementsof the poleward
boundary of the electrojet. For example, substorm onsets, which appear as rapid
poleward expansionsof this boundary, result in screeningof the emissionsfrom
the underlying ground stations becauseof precipitation-inducedionization in the
lower ionosphere. In four of the five study days the peak emissionintensity is
located 00-9 ø poleward of the poleward electrojet boundary inferred from the
magnetometers. In one casethe peak emissionintensity is up to 10ø equatorward of
the poleward electrojet boundary. In all cases,there is a tendency for the latitude
of the most intense auroral roar emissionsto track the movementsof the electrojet
location inferred from the magnetometerdata. For two examples, the footprint

of the Fast Auroral Snapshot(FAST) satellitepasseswithin 3ø of one or more of
the ground stations, and the satellite detects unstable electron populations in the
polewardmostauroral arc, reinforcingthe scenariothat auroral roar emissionsare
generatedby theseelectronsin the polewardmostarc and propagateinto the polar
cap where conditionsare often favorablefor their detectionat ground level.
1. Introduction

creaseswith increasinglatitude, confirmingthat auroral
roar is associatedwith electron gyroharmonicsand that
Auroral roar is a relatively narrowband radio emisthe auroral roar at 2.6-3.0 MHz originates at .-•275 km
sion of auroral origin observedat frequenciesof 2.6-3.0
altitude if it is generated at the secondgyroharmonic.
MHz and4.0-4.5 MHz [Kellogget al., 1978;Weatherwaz
Surprisingly,the peak occurrencerate of 2fce emissions
et al., 1993]. The emissions
are left-handpolarizedwith
was found to be at 750-76øA, near the poleward edge

respectto the magneticfield [Shepherd
et al., 1997]and
are composed of fine structures as narrow as .-•<6 Hz

[LaBelleet al., 1995;Shepherd
et al., 1998b].Recently,
using radio receivers at sites extending from 66.5ø to

79.9ø invariantlatitude(A), HughesandLaBelle[1998]
studied the variation of 2fce and 3fce auroral roar with
latitude. They foundthat the auroralroar frequencyin-

of the statistical

auroral

zone.

This study motivates a closerexamination of auroral
roar radio emissions measured

with the chain of five ra-

dio receiverslocated at the magneticobservatoriesalong
an approximate magnetic meridian in northern Canada

(seeTable 1 and Figures8 and 9). Magnetometerslo-

cated at these sites and many others can be usedto infer
the locations of auroral currents and in particular the
•Now at AppliedPhysicsLaboratory,
JohnsHopkinsUniver- latitudes of the electrojet boundaries. By comparing

sity, Laurel, Maryland.

these boundaries

with

the observed

auroral

roar emis-
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sionson selecteddays, the latitude dependenceof these
emissionscan be understood in greater detail than was
possiblein the statistical approach of Hughes and La-
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For this study, 5 days were selected from nearly The gains and offsetsof the different PSFRs are de4 years of programmable stepped-frequencyreceiver signedto be as identical as possible.However,in order
(PSFR) data (1995-1998). Auroral roar is detectedat to comparesignalsreceivedat the different sites, caliall five sites in 3 out of the 5 days and at the four most bration signalsare injected at the preamplifierof each
poleward stations in the other 2 days. On all five se- PSFR onceeachday. Using two calibration signals,one
lected days the intensity of the auroral emissions,as a 20 dB below the other, both the gain and the offset of
function of latitude, may be compared with the loca- each PSFR can be determined. The resulting signals
tions of auroral currentsinferred from the magnetome- can be compared to within an accuracyof -•3 dB.
ters. During two of the selecteddays the footprint of
The magnetometerarray whosecoordinatesare listed
NASA's Fast Auroral Snapshot(FAST) satellitepasses in Table 1 and which is shown in Figures 8 and 9 is
within several degreesof one or more ground stations operated by the Canadian Space Agency. These sites
at the same time auroral roar is recorded with PSFRs
are equipped with a three-component ring core maglocated at these stations. The FAST electron measurenetometer which provides data at a sampling rate of
ments provide a checkof the auroral boundary inferred 5 s. A more detailed description of the capabilities
from the magnetometersand measurecharacteristicsof of the instruments at these sites is given by Rostoker
the electron distribution above the probable sourcere- et al. [1995]. The magnetometers
are sensitiveto curgion of the emissions.
rents in the ionosphere, such as the eastward or westward auroral electrojets. By plotting the Z component
of
the magnetic disturbancemeasuredby magnetome2. Instrumentation
ters along a rough magnetic meridian, the polewardand
The Dartmouth College PSFRs are located at the equatorwardborders,as well as the strength, of the ausites listed in Table land shownin Figures 8 and 9. roral electrojet crossingthis meridian can be estimated.

Theserecord30-5000 kHz spectra20 hours/dayat 2
s time resolution.

The antennas are sensitive to the

magneticcomponentof the auroral roar emissions,and

An east (west)electrojetcurrent,for example,causesa
positive(negative)perturbationin the Z componentof
the magnetic field at stations north of the current and

negative(positive)perturbationsat stationssouth of
the
current. Deconvolvingthe observedmagnetic sigwavespropagate at the speed of light. Effort has been
made to synchronizethe stations with Greenwichmean natures with a model including the electrojet and the
time and with each other to within 2 s. In case studassociatedfield-alignedcurrents,which electricallyconnect
the ionosphereand magnetosphere,revealsthat the
iesthis synchronization
hasbeenverifiedusinganthroextrema
in the latitudinal profile of the Z componentof
pogenicsignalsdetectedsimultaneouslywith multiple
the
disturbance
magnetic field provide a good measure
receivers.The differentPSFRs usenearly identicalantennas,whichare •10 m2 verticalloops.The orienta- of the boundariesof the electrojet. The strengthof the
tions of the antennasdiffer at eachsite sincethey are electrojet is estimated from the difference between the

the powerspectraldensityis computedassumingthe

adjusted to null local sourcesof interference. The orien-

measuredextrema [Kisabeth,1972],wherean electro-

tation of the loops doesnot greatly affect the sensitiv- jet strength of 1 MA uniformly distributed across5ø of
ity to auroral roar emissions,which are more circularly latitudeproducesa perturbationof -•700 nT [Rostoker,

rather than linearlypolarized[Shepherd
et al., 1997]. 1998].The polewardedgeof the auroralelectrojetcal-

Table 1. Locationsin the Northern HemisphereWith
GeomagneticInstrumentation
Geographic

Lat (N)

Lon (E)

Invariant

UT of

ID

Site Location

Lat (N)

Lon (E)

TAa'b

Taloyoak,
NWT

69.54

266.45

79.1

328.5

2400MLT

0646

BL a

Baker Lake, NWT

64.32

263.97

74.2

327.1

0651

RIb'c
AR•'b
CHa'b
GP'b'c
ILb
PIb'c

RankinInlet,NWT
Arviat,NWT
Churchill,Manitoba
Gillam,Manitoba
IslandLake,Manitoba
Pinawa,Manitoba

62.82
61.11
58.76
56.38
53.86
50.20

267.89
265.95
265.92
265.36
265.34
263.96

73.1
71.4
69.1
66.8
64.4
60.7

334.5
331.6
332.1
331.6
332.0
330.5

0626
0636
0634
0636
0635
0640

International GeomagneticReferenceField (IGRF) Epoch 1998 magneticmodel is

used.Abbreviations
are asfollows:ID, siteidentification;
Lat, latitude;Lon,longitude;
NWT, Northwest Territories;and MLT, magneticlocal time.

• Dartmouthprogrammable
stepped-frequency
receiver(PSFR)is present.

b CANOPUSmagnetometer
is present.
c CANOPUS meridianscanning
photometer(MSP) is present.
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culated this way is a proxy for the polar cap boundary.
The University of Alberta providesa standard analysis
of electrojet boundaries and activity level at a 5 min
sample rate. They use the Polar Anglo-American Con-
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jugate Experiment(PACE) invariantcoordinatesystem
[Baker and Wing, 1989; Gustafsson
et al., 1992],which
agrees with the International Geomagnetic Reference
Field (IGRF) coordinates
to within "00.5ø.
NASA's FAST satellitewaslaunchedAugust 21, 1996,
into an 83ø inclination elliptical orbit of 350 km by 4175
km with an orbit period of 2.4 hours and a 1.45ø per

year westwardprecession
of the orbit plane. A 6ø wide
regionof the northernauroralzoneis thus overflownby

-30
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DaysAfter Event

FAST on four consecutivedays every "025 days. The

Figure 2. The averagedailyKp indexfor -030daysbe-

[Carlsonet al., 1998].

7a-7e)anda timeseriesplotof theinvariantlatitudeof
the maximumintegratedPSFR power(Figures3f, 4f,
5f, 6f, and7f). The graylevelin the PSFR spectrograms
represents
the receivedsignalstrength,wheredarker
gray pixelsrepresentstrongersignalsas describedin
section2. A givengray levelin eachplot corresponds
to a particular antennasignallevel to within "03 dB,
as determinedfrom calibrationsignalsdescribedabove.

precessional
period of the perigeelatitude is "0204days fore and after the events studied in this paper. Vertical
givinga wide samplingof auroralzonealtitudesduring lines mark the days chosenfor this study.
the year. Exploiting multiple particle and field senplanetaryK indicesfor
sorsincludinga set of 16 electrostaticanalyzers,FAST lectedevents,the dailyaverage
study
measuresunobstructed 360ø electron pitch angle dis- 30 daysbeforeand aftereachof the fiveselected
days
are
shown
in
Figure
2.
tributions over an energy range of 4 eV to 30 keV at
Figures 3-7 display the PSFR and magnetometer
17 ms time resolution. The high-resolutionspatial and
data
for each of the five selecteddays. Figures 3-7 contemporal measurementsin the low-altitude auroral actain
grayscale
spectrograms
ofthePSFRdatafromeach
celerationregion allow the study of small-scaleplasma
interactionsat a level unachievedby previousspacecraft ofthefivesites(Figures3a-3e,4a-4e,5a-5e,6a-6e,and

3. Data

Presentation

The colocation of the Canadian Auroral Network for

the OPEN ProgramUnifiedStudy (CANOPUS) magnetometers and the Dartmouth

PSFRs allows the re-

lationship between auroral currentsand auroral roar
emissionsto be studied continuously. For this study

The differencein darknessof the backgroundin these
we selected5 days(3 daysin 1995and oneeachin 1997 plotsis due primarily to differences
in the background
and1998)duringwhichall fivePSFRswereoperational, noise level at the stations.
auroral roar was seenat severalstations, and the emisThe solid line in Figures 3f, 4f, 5f, 6f, and 7f displays
sionseither displayedsignificanttime and latitude vari- the latitude of the peak emissionintensity as measured
ations or occurredduring a FAST conjunction. The by integrating the PSFR power over a range of frequenrangein magneticlocaltime (MLT) that is includedin cies which includes the auroral roar emission but exthis study for eachof the five selecteddaysis shownin cludes certain frequencieswhich are dominated by anFigure 1. To providea larger-scale
contextfor thesese- thropogenic signals or interferencelines. The invariant
latitude of each PSFR site is indicated on the right side
of Figures 3f, 4f, 5f, 6f, and 7f by the appropriate site abbreviation. The latitude of the peak emissionintensity
is determined by setting a threshold at the measured
power level of the site with the highest or secondhigh-

February
17,
1998
• i•i•
• October
4,
1995

est noiselevel (seediscussion
below)and discerningthe
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Figure 1. The magneticlocaltime (MLT) rangeof the

site with the largest emissionpower above this threshold. Gaps in the line indicate times when no emissions
occur above the threshold level, and vertical bars indicate transitions when the peak intensity changesrapidly
from one site to another. The coarsespacingof the PSFRs is evident in the large jumps in latitude of this line,
but in reality the latitude variations are probably much
smoother.

The electrojet boundaries, determined every 5 min
from
magnetometer data using the method described
tendency of these eventsto occur in the premidnight
sector.
above, are also shown in Figures 3f, 4f, 5f, 6f, and 7f
auroral roar events studied in this paper, showing the
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Figure 3. Programmablestepped-frequency
receiver(PSFR) data at (a) Taloyoak,Northwest
Territories,(b) BakerLake,NorthwestTerritories,(c) Arviat, Manitoba,(d) Churchill,Manitoba,
and (e) Gillam, Manitobafrom 2345 UT on October3, 1995, to 0345 UT on October4, 1995.
(f) The latitude of the peak PSFR intensity and the electrojetboundariesinferred from the
CANOPUS magnetometerdata for the sameperiod.

as dotted lines. Along the bottom of Figures3-7 a sions in Figures 3a-3e, 4a-4e, 5a-5e, 6a-6e, and 7a-7e
grayscale
strip represents
•he s•reng•hof •he elec•roje• and the strength of the electrojet at the bottom of Figcurrentswith darkergray indicatings•rongercurrents. ures 3f, 4f, 5f, 6f, and 7f, respectively.
The two grayscalecolorbarsaboveFigures3a, 4a, 5a,
The large variation in the intensity of the background
6a, and 7a indicate the in•ensi•yof auroral roar emis-

noisedetectedat the five sitesrequiresthat the signals
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Figure 4. Programmablestepped-frequency
receiver(PSFR) data at (a) Taloyoak,Northwest
Territories,(b) BakerLake,NorthwestTerritories,(c) Arviat, Manitoba,(d) Churchill,Manitoba,
and (e) Gillam, Manitoba from 2300 UT on October4, 1995, to 0430 UT on October5, 1995.
(f) The latitude of the peak PSFR intensityand the electrojetboundariesinferredfrom the
CANOPUS magnetometerdata for the sameperiod.
be compared carefully in order to assurethat the latitude of maximum wave intensity is not determined by
the backgroundnoiseat any station and that the site of
maximum wave intensity is not identified in caseswhere
another site, with higher backgroundnoise, could rea-

sonably have harbored more intense but undetectable
emissionsignals. For two days, May 2, 1997, and Febru-

ary 17, 1998, the thresholdlevel for determiningthe latitude of maximum

auroral roar emission was set at the

background
levelof the Churchillreceiver(4.5x 10-•ø
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Figure 15. Programmablestepped-frequency
receiver(PSFR) data at (a) Taloyoak,Northwest
Territories,(b) BakerLake,NorthwestTerritories,(c) Arviat, Manitoba,(d) Churchill,Manitoba,
and (e) Gillam, Manitoba from 2300UT on November5, 1995,to 0200UT on November6, 1995.
(f) The latitude of the peak PSFR intensity and the electrojet boundariesinferred from the
CANOPUS magnetometerdata for the sameperiod.

V2/m2), whichduringthistime hadthe leastsensitiv- ceiver(2.0x 10-11 V2/m2),in effectignoring
the data
ity becauseof the installation of a smallerantennathere

from the Gillam

receiver at the southern extreme of

in 1997-1998for polarizationmeasurements
[seeShep- the chain, which had a significantlyhigher background
herd et al., 1997]. For the other 3 daysthe threshold noiselevel,exceptfor a shorttime duringthe October
level was set at the backgroundlevel of the Arviat re- 4, 1995, event when the emissions
are clearlymost in-
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Figure 6. Programmablestepped-frequency
receiver(PSFR) data at (a) Taloyoak,Northwest
Territories,(b) BakerLake,NorthwestTerritories,(c) Arviat, Manitoba,(d) Churchill,Manitoba,
and (e) Gillam, Manitobafrom0230to 0900on May 2, 1997. (f) The latitudeof the peakPSFR
intensity and the electrojetboundariesinferredfrom the CANOPUS magnetometerdata for the
sameperiod. The verticaldashedlinesindicatethe timesof the Fast Auroral Snapshot(FAST)
overflightof each station, and the solid vertical line indicatesthe time FAST passesinto the
precipitationregion(seeFigure 10).
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Figure 7. Programmablestepped-frequency
receiver(PSFR) data at (a) Taloyoak,Northwest
Territories,(b) BakerLake,NorthwestTerritories,(c) Arviat,Manitoba,(d) Churchill,Manitoba,
and (e) Gillam, Manitoba from 2300UT on February17, 1998to 0700 UT on February18, 1998.
(f) The latitude of the peak PSFR intensityand the electrojetboundariesinferred from the
CANOPUS magnetometerdata for the sameperiod. The vertical dashedlinesindicatethe times
of the FAST overflightof eachstation,and the solidverticalline indicatesthe time FAST passes
into the precipitationregion(seeFigure 11).
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tense at Gillam. By choosingthe lower thresholdand
ignoringthe Gillam data whenthe auroralroar activity
was clearly centered at the poleward stations, a much
clearer picture of the latitude variations of the emissions
is obtainedthan would be possibleif the only emissions
studiedwerethosethat exceededthe rather high noise
level of the Gillam receiver. In all 5 days some data
pointsfor the solidline, representingthe latitude of the
peak emissions,have been removedto eliminate spurious peaks due to intermittent anthropogenicsignals,
atmospherics,or other radio noise.

3.1. October 3, 1995

Figure 3 displaysPSFR and magnetometerdata recorded at 2345 UT on October 3 to 0345 UT on October

17,225

variations of the auroral currents were more dynamic
than on October

3-4.

Auroral roar is first detected exclusivelyat Arviat
(71ø) beginningnear2310UT whenthe polewardboundary of the electrojet is also located at •071ø. The most
intense emissions continue to be recorded at Arviat

un-

til 2347 UT. During 2347-2352 UT the latitude of peak
emissionintensitymovespolewardto BakerLake (74ø)
and then to Taloyoak(79ø), with the roar emissiondisappearing first at Churchill and then at Arviat. The
poleward edge of the electrojet follows a similar path,
expandingfrom •069ø at 2340 UT to •076ø at 2355 UT.

During
0015-0050
UTthepolew•d
edge
oftheelectrojet retreats equatorward. Over the same time the
latitude

of the

most

intense

emissions

shifts

from

4, 1995 (1653-2053MLT). On this day the magnetic Taloyoak(0015UT) to BakerLake (0035UT) to Arviat
perturbationsfrom the electrojetweremoderate(100- (0050 UT). Between0100 and 0130 UT the poleward
550 nT), and the polewardboundarywasrelativelysta- edge of the electrojet stays near 70ø, and what little
occurremain concentratedat Arviat (71ø).
tionary (66ø-71ø).For reference,the daily averageKp emissions
From 0130 to 0145 UT the latitude of the peak inwas3.5 for October3 and 5.1 for October4 (Figure 2).
An auroralroar emissionbeginsat the start of the tensity moves poleward from Arviat to Baker Lake
record,just beforemidnightUT, and lastsfor roughly and then to Taloyoak. The electrojet boundary moves
30 min. During this half hour the emissionsare detected from 68ø to 76ø during this same period and remains
only at stationspolewardof •070ø, and the highestin- above •072ø until 0300 UT. During this time, auroral
tensity occursat Arviat (71ø). The polewardedgeof roar emissionsare detected primarily at Baker Lake
the electrojetdeterminedfrom the magnetometerdata and Taloyoak with the peak intensity most often at
during this period movesslowly polewardfrom 69ø to Taloyoak.
After 0305 UT the electrojet boundaryshifts pole71ø. No auroral roar emissionsare detectedat ground
stationsequatorwardof this polewardelectrojet bound-

ward, reaching >80 ø at 0335 UT and 0345-0350 UT.

ary.

The auroral roar also shift poleward,with the highest

The auroralroar emissions
ceasefor nearly 1 hour and
then occuragain at all stationsexceptfor Gillam. From
•00100-0200 UT the peak intensity occurs at Arviat

intensity recorded at Taloyoak. In fact, auroral roar
is detected exclusivelyat Taloyoak from 0320 to 0410
UT, except for two brief periods near 0345 and 0354 UT

(71ø) and occasionally
at Churchill(69ø), alternately

when emissions are also detected at Baker Lake. A brief

polewardand occasionallyequatorwardof the poleward
edgeof the electrojet,whichstaysaround70ø. Beginning at •00200 UT the emissionsgreatly intensify for
nearly 30 min and are strongestbetween Arviat and
Baker Lake (720-74ø) up to 5ø polewardof the poleward electrojet boundary during this time.

burst of intenseemissionsis detectedat Baker Lakejust
before•00354UT, just precedingthe equatorwardshift
in the poleward electrojet boundary at 0355 UT and
at about the same time that the equatorial electrojet
boundary jumps poleward from 64ø to 68ø and back to

As the roaremissions
weakenafter0240UT, the peak
intensitymovesequatorwardto Arviat, shortlyafter the
polewardedgeof the electrojetretreatsequatorwardof
Gillam (67ø), whereit remainsfor the durationof the
record.Auroralroar emissions
are strongestat Gillam

Two substormonsetscan beenseenduringthis day, a
rather weak one at 0130-0145UT, the radio frequency
effectsof whichextendonlyasfar northasArviat (71ø),
and a strongeroneat 0305-0330 UT, the effectsof which
extendto Taloyoak(79ø). One signatureof a substorm

from 0300 to 0310 UT. In fact, the only time during

65 ø .

onset in the PSFR

data is a brief intensification

of au-

this record when auroral roar is detected at Gillam is roral roar emissionsbefore an abrupt cutoff. The poleduringthis periodwhenthe polewardboundaryof the ward boundary of the electrojet expandspoleward as
electrojetis at its farthestequatorwardposition,south the electrojet intensity increasesduring a typical subof Gillam.

storm

onset.

3.2. October 4, 1995

3.3. November

5, 1995

Figure 4 displaysdata recorded2300 UT on October
Figure 5 displaysPSFR and magnetometerdata re4 to 0430 UT on October5, 1995 (1608-2138MLT) in corded 2300 UT on November 5 to 0200 UT on Novemthe sameformat as Figure3. On October5 the average ber 6, 1995 (1608-1908MLT), includingtwo periodsof
daily Kp was3.6, the electrojetproducedmagneticper- dynamic latitude variations in the auroral currents. For
turbations ranging from •060-700 nT, and the latitude reference,the averagedaily Kp was 3.1 on November5
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and 3.6 on November6, and the magneticperturbations
During 0230-0315UT, auroralroar is detectedat all
five stations(67ø-79ø) but the peak intensityis obof the electrojet varied from --60 to 1020 nT.

Auroralroar is first detectedat BakerLake(74ø) near servedat Churchill (69ø). At this time the auroral
zone inferred from the magnetometerscoversthe latitude range --60ø-77ø;in other words,the strongestauroral roar lies nearly 8ø equatorwardof the poleward
(74ø) to Taloyoak(79ø), anticipatingthe suddenpole- edgeof the auroral oval.
A substorm occurs at 0315 UT, and during the reward shift in the electrojet boundary at 2320 UT. This
sudden poleward shift is indicative of a substorm on- coveryphase the latitude of most intenseauroral roar
set similar to those noted during the October 4 event. decreasesfrom 71ø to 69ø, in parallel with but equatorHowever, unlike the two substorm onsets on that day, ward of the polewardelectrojet boundary,which shifts
there is no significantincreasein the magnitudeof the from 77ø at 0330 UT to 71ø at 0415 UT. Briefly, at
electrojetcurrentsduring this polewardshift. The most 0425 UT the auroral roar is most intense at Gillam
intenseemissionsoccurat Taloyoak(79ø) and remain (67ø) whichis equatorwardof the low-latitudeelectrojet
there until --2337 UT when the emissionscompletely boundary. During 0415-0500 UT the auroral emissions
shift polewardfrom 69ø to 74ø, again coincidentwith a
disappear at all five stations.
Auroral roar is again observedstarting at --0015 UT. similarpolewardshift in the polewardelectrojetboundThe latitude of peak intensityis at Arviat (71ø) during ary, except that in this interval the polewardelectrojet
0015-0040 UT and then shifts equatorward, fluctuating boundary and the latitude of strongestemissionsnearly
betweenArviat and Churchill (69ø-71ø) during 0040- coincide.
Y¾om0500 to 0600 UT the latitude of peak auro0050 UT. The electrojet boundary is slightly poleward
of the peak emissionsat 0015 UT and moves gradu- ral roar intensity alternatesbetweenChurchill (69ø)
ally equatorward from 73ø to 70ø during this period, and Arviat (71ø), and the polewardelectrojetboundin parallel with the observedequatorward shift of the ary remains far to the north, near 76ø. Between 0600
emissions.
and 0700 UT the peak emissionsare concentratedat
At 0050 UT the poleward electrojet boundary moves Churchill, except for a brief time near 0610 UT when
rapidly poleward and undulates a bit, reaching 77ø at the most intense emissions occur at Baker Lake. Dur0105 UT, after which it moves poleward more gradu- ing this time the polewardelectrojetboundarygenerally
ally. The auroral roar intensity mimics this poleward shiftsequatorwardbut still lies polewardof the latitude
motion, shifting from Churchill (69ø) at 0047 UT to of most intense auroral roar. After the substorm onset
Arviat (71ø) at 0047-0055UT to Baker Lake (74ø) at at 0700 UT the boundary shifts around but generally
0055-0105 UT to Taloyoak(79ø) at 0115 UT. The final movespoleward from 69ø at 0700 UT to 77ø after 0800
UT. During this time the emissionsalsoshift poleward,
observationsof auroral roar on this day near 0140 UT
are most intense at Taloyoak, consistentwith the rather occurringat Baker Lake and Taloyoak during the subextreme poleward location of the electrojet boundary, storm recovery. During this final part of the record
which even exceeds 80 ø for short times.
(0730-0900UT) the moreusualpattern reasserts
itself;
The period from 0045 to 0120 UT is another clear ex- that is, the auroral roar occurs at or poleward of the
ampleof a substormonsetlike the two examplesin the poleward electrojet boundary.
October 4 event. The most intense auroral emissions
The first substorm during the time period of this
shift rapidlypolewardwith the polewardexpansion
of event occurs at --0315 UT when the distant propagatthe electrojet boundary, ceasingat stations equator- ing natural and anthropogenicsignalsabruptly ceasein
ward of this boundary, and the intensity of the elec- all five stations. The electrojet boundary movesrapidly
poleward,indicating an expandingauroral oval, and the
trojet increases
dramaticallyfrom 157to 1020nT.
magnetic perturbations due to the electrojet currents

2300 UT, at which time the poleward boundary of the
electrojet is also near 74ø. At 2315 UT the latitude of
the highest emissionintensity shifts from Baker Lake

3.4. May 2, 1997

Figure 6 displaysPSFR and magnetometer
data recordedfrom 0230 to 0900 UT (1939-0209MLT) on
May 2, 1997. On this day the averageKp was 2.7,
and the magnetic perturbationsof the electrojet were
againmoderate,similarto the October3 event(--60410 nT). Auroralroar is detectedat all fivestationsfor
much of this period, and at least two substormsoccur.
Unlike all of the other 4 daysin this study,the latitude

increase moderately from 119 to 275 nT at 0310-0325
UT. During the recoveryphasethe electrojet boundary
generallymovesequatorward as the emissionsreappear

at the northernstationsfirst: BakerLake (--0330 UT),
Arviat (--0345 UT), Churchill(--0405 UT), and finally
at Gillam (--0420 UT). The impulsivesignalsin the
Arviat

PSFR

data are not related to the aurora and

are causedby distant atmospherics.
During the secondsubstormcommencingat 0703 UT,
of the peak intensity of auroral roar emissionsis most MF-burst emissionsare recordedat Arviat, Baker Lake,
oftenequatorwardof the polewardedgeof the electrojet and Taloyoakjust prior to the dramatic lossof signals
boundary,often by up to --8 ø. However,ason the other at all five stations,which is frequentlyobservedduring

days, the latitude of the most intenseemissions
tends substormonsets[LaBelleet al., 1994]. The intensity
of the electrojet currents experiencesa more dramatic
to roughlytrack the polewardelectrojetboundary.
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increase than the previous substorm from 138 to 397

nT at 0640-0720UT. Again, duringthe recoveryphase
the signalsclearly reappear first at the more northern
stations;the gap in emissionsat Taloyoakis only a few
..

minutes.

3.5. February

17, 1998

Figure 7 displaysPSFR and magnetometerdata recordedat 2300 UT on February 17 to 0700 UT on Febru-

ary 18, 1998 (1610-0010MLT). The averagedaily Kp
index is 2.4 on February 17 and 4.1 on February 18,
and the magneticperturbationsdue to the electrojet
currents range from •-60 to 1080 nT.

Auroral roar is detectedat all five groundstations
beginningnear 2330 UT. During 2330-0145 UT the
emissions
are generallymostintenseat Churchill(69ø).
From 0145 to 0330 UT the activity shifts mostly to
Arviat (71ø) except for short intervalsnear 0205 and
0215 UT. The polewardelectrojet boundaryis consis-

Figure 9. The footprint of the FAST satelliteduring
orbit 5903. The geographiclocation of the Dartmouth

Collegenorthern hemispherePSFRs (circles)and the
CANOPUS magnetometers
(crosses)
are shownfor ref-

tently equatorward of the latitude of the most intense erence. The dawn-dusk terminator
emissionsand is relatively constant between 64ø and

is also shown.

67ø duringthis period, implyingthat the emissionsare
most intensewell polewardof the electrojet boundary ary at Baker Lake, and equatorward at Arviat and
by up to 7ø.
Churchill.
After 0330 UT the latitude of the peak emissions

shifts somewhatpoleward, fluctuating between Arviat
and Baker Lake, except for one brief burst of auroral
roar at 0410 UT which is detectedstrongestat Gillam,
--6 ø inside of the poleward electrojet boundary. The
electrojet boundary also movespoleward from 65ø at
0300 UT

to 72ø-77 ø at 0400-0700

UT.

Auroral

roar

4. FAST Conjunctions
Besides the magnetometer array which provides a
continuousbut low-spatial resolution monitor of the auroral currents, on occasionssatellite overflightsprovide
higher-resolution measurements. Since the launch of
the FAST satellite in August 1996, there havebeenhun-

emissionsare detected intermittently at the four northernmost stations during this period, peaking poleward dredsof orbits where the footprint of FAST (mapped
of the electrojet boundary at Taloyoak, near the bound- to 100 km) has passedwithin 3ø of one or more of the
PSFR ground stations. Eight such conjunctions have
been identified during which auroral roar is observedat
one or more of these sites. During two of these the PSFRs at all five ground stationswere operational: May 2,
1997 and February 17-18, 1998. PSFR data from these
two nights are shown in Figures 6 and 7 and discussed
above.

The footprint of FAST is computed by mapping the
location of the spacecraft down the field line to a point
.......
i::;:;•:;!:i:'":::;i:iiiiiii•ii!iiiiiiiiiiiii•11iiiiiii!!ii!!!iiiiii?½;:•;•:
'""•"
":'"'•::•
iii?:•
?½i•i!i•iiiii•i;iii!iiiiii;i•;:::":
....................
::•.;ii!:•ii!:S:i•::odrestrom
Radar
in the Earth's ionosphere
(100 km altitude) that

is mag-

netically connected to the satellite location in space.
The IGRF model with extrapolated secular variation

[InternationalAssociationof Geomagnetism
andAeronomyDivisionI WorkingGroup1, 1985]is usedfor the
Earth's magnetic field in this computation. Dark lines
in Figures 8 and 9 show the footprint of FAST relative to the ground stationsduring the two conjunctions
on May 2, 1997, and February 17, 1998, respectively.

Figure 8. The footprintof the FAST satelliteduring The motion of the satellite is equatorward(down) in

orbit 2745. The geographiclocationof the Dartmouth

both cases.The lighter line in these plots indicatesthe

Collegenorthernhemisphere
PSFRs(circles)and the dawn-dusk terminator. FAST covers the entire latitude
CanadianAuroralNetworkfor the OPEN ProgramUnified Study(CANOPUS)magnetometers
(crosses)
are rangeof the PSFRs (67ø-79ø) within 5-10 min, in effect
shown for reference. The dawn-dusk terminator is also

shown.

providing a snapshotof auroral properties along a cut
through the oval at the conjunctiontime.
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Figures 10 and 11 display data from the electrostatic analyzers aboard FAST during the two overflights. Figures 10a, 10b, 11a, and lib show electron
energyflux versusenergyfor the pitch angleranges0ø30ø and 150ø-180ø, respectively,where 0ø corresponds

DYNAMICS

Churchillnoiselevel(-•4.0x10-1ø V2/m2), integrated
over the frequencyrange specifiedand averagedfor 4
min around the FAST polar cap boundary crossing.
From these two lines the real power at the stations can

be envisionedby continuingthe solid line to include
Churchill using the dotted line as an estimate of the

to earthward(downgoing)
and 180øcorresponds
to antiA powerlevelof _•5x10-12 V2/m2
earthward(up-going)directions.Figures10c and 11c relativeintensities.
show electron energy flux versuspitch angle for energies exceeding1 keV. No wave data above 2 MHz are
available

for these orbits.

Figures 10d and lid representthe power of the auroral roar emissionsdetected at each of the ground sta-

tions during the FAST overpass.The measuredpower
is averaged for a 4 min interval centered on the time
when FAST passesover the polar cap boundary, which

indicates

there

were no observed emissions above the

Churchill noise level. Tick marks at the bottom of Figures 10d and lid indicate when the footprint latitude
of FAST coincideswith that of each ground station.
4.1. May 2, 1997

Figure 8 showsthe footprint of FAST duringits orbit
(2745)on May 2, 1997. This orbit wasa perigeepassof

the Northern Hemisphere,and the altitude of the spacecraft was -•600-800 km. The footprint of FAST passes
aurorae(>0.1 keV). The solidline indicatesthe inte- from the polar cap into the auroral zone near several
grated and averagedpower at each station, excluding of the PSFR groundstationsduring the period -•0648-

is inferred

from

the sudden

increase

in the measured

electron flux at energiescapable of producing visible

Churchill.

Since the noise level at Churchill

is -•10

dB higher than that for any of the other PSFRs becauseof the low sensitivity of the polarization antenna,
a straight comparisonof power is biased by the differing noise levels and therefore is not very insightful.
In order to better represent the relative intensity of
the observed emissions between sites, the dotted line
in Figures 10d and lid representsthe power abovethe

0652UT (-•2345-0100MLT). The verticaldashedlines
in Figure6 indicatewhenthe footprintof FAST is at the
samelatitude as the groundstations. The solid vertical
line marks the time when the footprint of FAST passes
the polar cap boundary, indicated in Figures 10a-10c by
a dramatic increase in electron energy flux at 0651:00
UT (-•70ø). The agreementof this boundaryand the
poleward edge of the electrojet inferred from magne-
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Figure 10. Data from electrostaticanalyzersaboardFAST duringorbit 2745showingelectron
energyfluxversus
energyfor (a) 0ø-30øand(b) 150ø-180
øpitchangleranges.(c) Electronenergy
flux versuspitchangleare shownfor energies> 1 keV. (d) IntegratedPSFR poweraveragedfor 4
min when FAST crossesthe polar cap boundary. The altitude of the spacecraftand the invariant
latitude of its footprint are indicated below Figure 10d.
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rain when FAST crossesthe polar cap boundary. The altitude of the spacecraftand the invariant
latitude of its footprint are indicated below Figure 11d.

tometerdata (upperdashedline in Figure6g) is within

shortly before at 0257:10 UT (•069ø). The polar cap

1ø latitude.

boundary as seenby FAST agreesto within •01.5ø of the
poleward electrojet boundary inferred from the magne-

Figure 10d suggeststhat during the conjunctionthe
intensityof the emissions
is greatestat Churchill(69ø),
which lies at the polewardboundaryof the auroral precipitation to within the resolutionof the ground-based
receivers.An inverted-V structure extendingto nearly
10 keV, shownin Figure 10a, is centerednear 69ø latitude implying that energetic electronsare present at
the latitude of the emissions.Also presenton field lines

tometersat this time (Figure 7). The agreementis reasonable consideringthe spacingof the magnetometers.
Figure 11d suggeststhat the intensity of the emissions
peaks near Arviat, -03ø poleward of the most northern auroral arc intersectedby FAST. The low-energy

(_<1keV) precipitatingelectronslocatedfarther pole-

(5903) on February17, 1998. In contrastto the previ-

ward of this arc are probably not energeticenoughto
be the source of auroral roar emissions;however, they
may be effective in screeningemissions.An inverted-V
structure shown in Figure 11a is located at the latitude of Gillam as well as upgoinglosscone(180ø) and
trapped (40ø-130ø) electronpopulations.In five other
FAST overpasses(not shown), downgoingbeams, upgoing loss cones, and trapped electron populations are
presentimplying that energeticelectronscapableof generating auroral roar are present near or equatorward of

ous orbit this orbit was an apogee pass of the Northern Hemisphere, and the altitude of the spacecraft was
-•4000-3500 km. The footprint of FAST passesnear
severalof the ground stationsduring the period -•0249-

5. Discussion and Summary

near the location of the most intense auroral roar are

upgoinglosscone(180ø) and downgoing
beam(0ø) distributions (Figure 10c) which are possiblesourcesof
a plasma instability which may generate auroral roar

[Weatherwax
et al., 1995;Yoonet al., 1996].
4.2. February

17, 1998

Figure 9 showsthe footprint of FAST during its orbit

0257 UT (-•1900-2000 MLT).

the emissions.

Hughesand LaBelle [1998]surveyedauroral roar at

The footprint of FAST passesthe polar cap boundary

various latitudes to show that the peak occurrencerate
at •-0257:30 UT (-•67ø) in Figure 11, althoughsome of 2fce emissionsis surprisinglynear the statistical pole-

low-energy(-•1 keV) precipitatingelectronsare seen ward edgeof the auroralzone(750-76ø invariant) rather
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than the middle of the auroral zone. The five events described in section 4 are the first auroral roar emissions

ferent latitudes on closelyspacedlongitudes. The magnetometer array may not resolve such kinks if they are
•-• 10ø wide. This explanation is consistent with the
observationsof periods when the electrojet boundary is
moving rapidly poleward, that is, during a substorm,
and the peak intensity of emissionsappears to lag, as

studied in detail by observingthe emissionssimultaneouslywith receiversspreadovera rangeof latitudesthat
samplethe polar cap and auroral zone and by comparing theseobservations
with groundmagnetometerand
satellite data. The work presented in this study sug- in the November 5 event at 0050 UT when the electrogestswhy auroral roar peaksin occurrenceat the pole- jet boundary moves from 69.9ø to 76.2ø and the peak
ward edgeof the auroral zone as suggested
by Hughes intensity remains fixed near Arviat at -•71 ø. This idea
does not apply to the May 2 event, where the peak inand LaBelle [1998].
In four of the 5 days studied, the peak intensity of tensity of the emissionsis consistentlyequatorward of
the poleward electrojet boundary for many hours.
auroral roar emissionsis located at or poleward of the
KelloggandMonson[1979]observed
that auroralroar
poleward electrojet boundary inferred from the magnetometers, often by many degreesor many hundreds emissions were screened when auroral arcs moved diof kilometers. During the October 3 event (Figure rectly overhead. The explanation given is that the elec3) the peak intensity remainedup to 9ø polewardof tron precipitation responsiblefor the auroral arcs, and
the electrojet boundary for all but a few brief periods. most likely for the auroral roar emissions,ionizes the
(E and D), raisingthe
The same behavior occursduring the October 4 event lowerlayersof the ionosphere
(Figure 4) exceptfor brief periodswhenthe electrojet plasmafrequency(fpe) cutoff in theseregionsabove
boundaryis movingrapidly(e.g.,0045UT). Again,dur- the frequency of the emissions,preventing them from
to the ground.KelloggandMonson[1984]
ing the November5 event(Figure5) the intensitypeaks propagating
poleward of the electrojet boundary by up to 7ø, except speculate that no auroral roar emissionswere detected
for a few brief moments. During the February 17 event at Cleary, Alaska (-•59øA) becausediffuseaurorawas
(Figure 7) the location of the peak intensityis again alwayspresent, screeningthem from the sourceregion.
nearly always poleward of the electrojet boundary by Further evidence of screeningwas given by Weatherup to 6ø, except for one brief burst of auroral roar de- wax et al. [1995]usinga meridianscanningphotometer
tected at Gillam at 0405 UT and after •0600 UT when
colocatedwith a PSFR and alsogivenby Shepherdet al.
the latitude of the electrojet boundary changesrapidly. [1998a]usingelectrondensityprofilesfrom the incoherThe May 2 event (Figure 6) is strikinglyin contrast ent scatter radar at the SondrestromRadar Facility.
Evidenceof screeningcan be seenin many of the exto the other 4 days. The intensity most of the time
peaksmany degrees,oftenup to 10ø, equatorwardof the amplespresentedin this study. For example,duringthe
poleward electrojet boundary, closerto the middle of October3 eventfrom 0200 to 0300 UT (Figure 3), authe auroralzone,and for a shorttime (0428 UT) equa- roral roar is detectedvery stronglyat Arviat and Baker
torward of the equatorward electrojet boundary. This Lake, falls off in intensity at Taloyoak, occursonly inunexpected result could be explained by the presence termittently at Churchill, the location of the electroof double or multiple auroral arcs. Perhaps emissions jet boundary, and is not detected at Gillam, which is
can penetrate to the ground betweenthe polewardand inside the auroral zone. Between 0300 and 0310 UT,
equatorward emissionregions. There is evidencedur- emissionsare briefly detected at Gillam only after the
ing someof this period (•0500-0645 UT) for double poleward boundary of the electrojet movesequatorward
electrojet structures, inverted-V type structures with of the latitude at this station. Thesedata suggestthat
latitudinal scalesizesof •100 km, in the magnetometer the auroral roar occur continuously,but the stations at
and meridian scanningphotometer data. Furthermore, whichthey are observedare controlledby the screening
the auroral roar recorded between the two substorms
ionization generated by auroral precipitation.
It is curious that in some cases the most intense aufrom •0425 to 0700 UT sometimeshas a very different
character at adjacent sitesor is detectedonly at a single roral roar emissionare up to 7ø poleward of the auroral
site, indicating that severalsourcesare involvedduring zone, inside the polar cap where there are no apparent
this period. However, the strong auroral roar recorded sourcesof free energyto generatethesewaves.In these
after 0230 UT which occurs at all five sites and peaks cases,auroral roar emissionsmust propagate poleward
•7 ø equatorward of the poleward electrojet boundary, from lower latitudes to explain the observations.If the
wave intensity falls off as the distance from the source
is clearly generated at a single source.
It is not clear whether all of the emissions observed
increases,one would expect the emissionsto peak at the
within the auroral zone can be explained by double elec-

trojet structures. Another possibility is that auroral
roar sometimesoccurswhen the aurora has severelongitudinal structure, so that the emissionis poleward of its
causativearc but equatorward of the averageboundary
defined by the the magnetometerdata. During periods
of high activity, such as substorms,current structures
can become wrapped up or kinked and located at dif-

station in the polar cap which is nearest the source,not
at a station which is even farther poleward. One possible explanation is that the emissionsare not generated
isotropically and preferentially propagate at larger an-

glesto the backgroundmagneticfield.
Another possibilityis suggestedby Figure lla, which
showsa relatively narrow (-•2 ø) regionof low-energy
(-•l keV) electronprecipitationpolewardof the most
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northern auroral arc. These low-energyprecipitating
electronsdo not producesignificantconductivitynecessary to significantlyaffect ionosphericcurrents, nor are
they energeticenoughto generateauroral roar. However, they may be energeticenoughto produce ionization capable of partially screeningemissions. Waves
generated at the lower latitude inverted-V near Gillam

only emissions
from a narrowregionnearthe poleward
edgepropagateto the groundor whether emissionsare
only generatedin a narrow regionnear the poleward
edge at the most poleward inverted-V structure. A
phasedantennaarray is being deployedat the Sondrestrom Radar Facility near Kangerlussuaq,
Greenland,
this year by Dartmouth Collegeresearchers.The di(67ø) traveling along paths to Churchill (69ø) pass rectionfinding capabilitiesof this systemwill allow the
through this somewhattenuouslayer and are partially source location to be better determined.
absorbed, while those directed to higher latitudes at
Acknowledgments. The authorsthank M. L. Trimpi
Arviat (71ø) passover this layer and are unaffected.
The result is an apparent peak of emissionintensity at for designingthe Dartmouth Collegeradio receiversand
the higherlatitude of Arviat, 5ø polewardof the auroral R. Brittain for softwarecontributions.David St. Jacques,
the ChurchillNorthern StudiesCentre, Ralph King, the
zone, and weaker emissionsat Churchill, 3ø poleward.
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